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The following is the All-NFC North Division team selected by four personnel men for 

bobmcginnfootball.com in interviews this week. At each position, the scouts were asked to rank 

the players. They were not permitted to vote for their own players or comment about their 

own players. 

 

A first-place vote was worth 3 points, a second-place vote was worth 2 points and a third-place 

vote was worth 1 point. There were 24 points per position. The maximum total per player was 9 

points; the minimum total was 3 points. Unanimous choices were denoted by an asterisk (*). 

 

 

Offense 
 

NO. 1 WIDE RECEIVER: Adam Thielen* (Minn), 9. Others: Davante Adams (GB) and Marvin 

Jones (Det), 6; Kendall Wright (Chi), 3. 

In 2014, Thielen tied for first place as the best special-teams player in the division while he was 

learning how to play wide receiver. Today, he stands as the Vikings’ first first-team pick at No. 1 

wide receiver since Randy Moss in 2004. “He had a great year,” said one scout. “He’s ascended 

to that next level.” Adams, the choice at No. 2 wideout a year ago, had his best season but so 

did Thielen and Jones. “Adams would have had over 1,000 (yards) if he had (Aaron) Rodgers 

and wasn’t cheap-shotted twice,” another scout said. “He got knocked out twice. That didn’t 

help him.” Bears LB Danny Trevathan and Panthers LB Thomas Davis were suspended for illegal 

hits that concussed Adams. “Jones had a hell of a year,” said one scout. “He’s been a solid guy 

but he made more big plays. Averaged 17.9. He was pretty damn good.” 

 

 

LEFT TACKLE: David Bakhtiari* (GB), 9. Others: Taylor Decker (Det), 6; Riley Reiff (Minn), 5; 

Charles Leno (Chi), 4. 

A five-year starter, Bakhtiari tied for last in 2013, tied for first in ’14, was first in ’15 and a 

unanimous choice the last two years. “League-wide, he’s not at the top tier,” said one scout. 

“He’s eight to 14.” Said another scout: “He’s one of the best pass protectors in the NFC. You 

could argue he’s better than a top-10 left tackle, but for sure he’s top-10.” According to one 

scout, Decker wasn’t sharp upon his mid-season return from off-season shoulder surgery 

before settling in. Reiff was a sizeable upgrade at LT for the Vikings but also showed some of 

the same weaknesses that he had in Detroit. “No anchor,” one scout said. “Teams survive with 

guys like that but I don’t like him.” Leno, a three-year starter, played all 934 snaps. “Length is an 

issue,” said one scout. “He’s not going to be an elite guy. He’s OK.” 

 

 



LEFT GUARD: Josh Sitton* (Chi), 9. Others: Lane Taylor (GB), 6; Nick Easton (Minn), 5; Graham 

Glasgow (Det), 4. 

Injuries reduced Sitton to 76.2% playing time but for the ninth year in a row he was a first-team 

pick. “He just knows how to play,” said one scout. “He’s tough and hard to run around. He was 

still playing at a good level.” Sitton, 31, made it at RG from 2009-’12 and at LG ever since. This 

was his eighth straight unanimous selection. “He moved a little better than he did last year,” 

said another scout. “Looked like he was in better shape. Big, strong, cover you up.” Taylor, who 

replaced Sitton in Green Bay last year, played 89% and was more than adequate. “Ultimately, 

do you want someone a little bit better, a little bit longer, a little bit quicker?” one scout said. 

“Yeah. But he’s functional at the price they’re paying for him.” Easton and Glasgow were full-

time starters for the first time. “Solid guys,” a third scout said. “It’s a good group overall.” 

 

 

CENTER: Cody Whitehair* (Chi), 9. Others: Pat Elflein (Minn) and Corey Linsley (GB), 6; Travis 

Swanson (Det), 3. 

Whitehair finished second to Linsley last year as a rookie but really came on in his second 

season. “He’s versatile, tough, athletic, smart,” said one scout. “He’s everything you want in a 

center.” Whitehair is the first first-team center from Chicago since Olin Kreutz gained the last of 

his 10 straight berths in 2010. Linsley tied for first in 2014 before finishing first the past two 

years. Elflein, a rookie, learned from Linsley at Ohio State in 2012-’13 before replacing him. “It’s 

odd that he and Elflein came from the same school,” said one scout. “Elflein has a little more 

run-blocking power than Linsley. Linsley is better in pass pro, and he should be being a veteran 

guy. Linsley is good. Just not a powerful guy off the ball.” Swanson, who went on injured 

reserve Friday, has had multiple concussions and might be pondering retirement. 

 

 

RIGHT GUARD: Kyle Long (Chi), 7. Others: Joe Berger (Minn) and T.J. Lang (Det), 6; Jahri Evans 

(GB), 5. 

Long played just 47.9% before heading for injured reserve after Game 12 but still impressed 

voters with his brawling style. “He plays with a defensive lineman’s demeanor,” said one scout. 

“He’s got some athleticism. He’s long. Hell of a guard.” This was his third first-team berth, 

including two at RG and one at RT. Berger, a 13-year veteran from Michigan Tech, played more 

snaps than any Viking. “He’s hanging on with smarts (scored 36 on the Wonderlic intelligence 

test),” another scout said. “I’m surprised he’s starting there and playing as well as he is.” Lang, 

whose playing time was 76.1%, had been a first-team pick the past three years for Green Bay. 

“He’s long, physical, tough,” said one scout. “He can anchor. He’s not quite the athlete he was. 

Not that he was (ever) a great athlete but you can see him slowing down a little bit. Still a good 

player … I’d probably take Sitton. Sitton has been a little more consistent.” Evans played every 

snap before a knee injury cost him the final two games. “He’s a band-aid,” said one scout. “Big 

space-eater. Really knows how to play. Just not an athlete. He can’t move. Short-area power 

player who can’t bend. Has struggles on an island in pass pro. But he’s going to battle and has 

size and length.” 

 

 



RIGHT TACKLE: Mike Remmers (Minn) and Rick Wagner (Det), 8. Others: Bobby Massie (Chi), 5; 

Justin McCray (GB), 3. 

Within hours in March Wagner moved from Baltimore (five years, $47.5 million, $29.5M 

guaranteed) and Remmers moved from Carolina (five years, $30 million, $10.5 million 

guaranteed). Now they share the top spot after Green Bay’s Bryan Bulaga, a first-team choice in 

2011, ’12, ’14 and ’16, blew out a knee after 23.7% playing time. “Is Wagner outstanding? No, 

but he’s got some length and is a pretty good athlete,” said one scout. “He’s smart and he’s 

tough. He’s a Wisconsin lineman … Remmers helped them. He’s a solid starter. Even though he 

doesn’t have ideal arm length (32 ¼ inches) he helped solidify things.” The Lions haven’t had 

the top dog at RT since Gosder Cherilus in 2010. Massie, a five-year starter in Arizona and 

Chicago, “is kind of the same old guy,” said one scout. “Just kind of average. He’s another 

functional-level starter.” McCray played four positions but his main spot was RT. “Not great but 

he wasn’t bad,” said one scout. “Doesn’t look pretty. Slow twitch. Not a great athlete. He’s 

playing out of position. But he’s actually pretty functional outside. He’s a wide body.” 

 

 

TIGHT END: Kyle Rudolph* (Minn), 9. Others: Eric Ebron (Det), 6; Lance Kendricks (GB), 5; Dion 

Sims (Chi), 4. 

Rudolph was first team for the second straight year. “He can do both (block, catch), and those 

guys are hard to find nowadays,” said one scout. “He can block to a decent level and he’s also 

had a bunch of touchdowns (eight) this year. He’s a real well-rounded player.” Ebron played 

better in his fourth season. “More consistent catching the ball,” said another scout. “Made 

more plays. Now they’ve got to figure out if they want him or not. You hope he would have 

more production with that quarterback, but he was better.” The Packers haven’t had a first-

team TE since Jermichael Finley in 2012. “Not a mismatch in the passing game and he’s not a 

great blocker,” one scout said of Kendricks. “Undersized. He is versatile. Jack of all trades kind 

of guy. Solid complementary piece.” Sims, a free-agent signing ($10 million guaranteed) from 

Miami on March 9, played 57.1% and caught 15 passes. “He can block but he’s (also) got 

smoothness and good hands in the passing game,” a third scout said. 

 

 

NO. 2 WIDE RECEIVER: Stefon Diggs* (Minn), 9. Others: Golden Tate (Det), 7; Jordy Nelson (GB), 

5; Joshua Bellamy (Chi), 3. 

Diggs lost the Vikings’ No. 1 designation to Thielen but remained a threat. “(Dynamic) at times,” 

said one scout. “He’s a little inconsistent. You would think for his level of talent … you see some 

wow plays and then there’s games where he kind of disappears.” Tate, 29, remained 

exceptional after the catch. “He’s not the same guy that he was,” said one scout. “He’s still a 

good player in the slot.” If Tate slipped somewhat Nelson, 32, might have hit the proverbial 

wall. He was a unanimous choice in 2014 and ’16 at No. 1 wide receiver. “His arrow is going the 

wrong way,” said one scout. “He’s had a really good career. I don’t know if he was banged up 

but he didn’t look like the same Jordy Nelson.” Personnel people find it hard to believe what 

the Bears were playing with at WR after Cameron Meredith and, to a much lesser extent, Kevin 

White suffered season-ending injuries early. “Just a bunch of names, really,” one scout said. 



QUARTERBACK: Case Kennum (Minn), Aaron Rodgers (GB) and Matthew Stafford (Det), 7. 

Others: Mitchell Trubisky (Chi), 3. 

Keenum became the Vikings’ first first-teamer since Brett Favre in 2009. “We had a hard time 

defending him,” said one scout. “Making plays that I never would have thought that he would 

make. He kind of is what he is, but he just wins. It’s a credit to him and his coaches, Pat 

Shurmur and those guys.” Rodgers was limited to seven starts (4-3) by a broken collarbone. 

Other than a tie with Favre in ’09, Rodgers had been a unanimous choice in his eight other 

seasons as a starter. “When he was good he was really, really good,” said another scout. 

Stafford, second to Rodgers in the last six seasons, became the first quarterback from Detroit 

selected first team in the 24-year history of the team. “He still has a lot to do on his own,” said 

one scout. “He was beat up. He’s got a thing about crunch time. Brings ‘em back in the fourth 

quarter. He’s just a really good player.” His 17 giveaways concerned two scouts. “He took a step 

back this year from a consistency standpoint,” said another scout. “He turned the ball over too 

much. Lack of control when it comes to making plays.” Trubisky, the second pick in April, 

replaced Mike Glennon in Game 5 and posted a passer rating of 78.5. “I haven’t seen enough 

this year to say he’s going to be a game-changer,” said one scout. “He’s got talent, but you put 

him in a division with Stafford and Rodgers and, at best, he’ll be third.” Trubisky also ran for 246 

yards. “He’s got a chance to be pretty good,” said another scout. “The guy’s pretty talented. He 

made progress. He still needs work in the pocket but he’s got arm talent. He’s accurate, for the 

most part. He’s athletic. He’s very good on the move. He’s played a little faster.” 

 

RUNNING BACK: Jordan Howard* (Chi), 9. Others: Latavius Murray (Minn), 7; Jamaal Williams 

(GB), 5; Theo Riddick (Det), 3. 

Howard had another 1,000-yard season but averaged 4.2 compared to 5.2 as a rookie. He was a 

unanimous choice each year. “Overall, he didn’t perform as well as he did last year,” one scout 

said. Murray took over in Minnesota after Dalvin Cook, the rookie bell cow, blew out his knee in 

Game 4. “Just OK,” said another scout. “He runs upright. Doesn’t run real physical. If you hit 

him low early in the game he doesn’t like to get hit (later). He’s a big back that doesn’t run real 

powerful.” Williams ended up with 39.5% playing time compared to 28% for Ty Montgomery 

and 24.1% for Aaron Jones. “Not a lot of juice,” a third scout said in reference to Williams. “Kind 

of a one-speed guy that has good vision, instincts and pad level. He’s never going to make any 

big wow plays.” Riddick, a better receiver than runner, supplanted Ameer Abdullah in 

December. “He’s got quickness but doesn’t have great speed,” said one scout. “He’s more of a 

change-of-pace guy, somebody you’ve got to platoon.” 

 

FULLBACK: Aaron Ripkowski (GB), 8. Others: C.J. Ham (Minn), 7; Michael Burton (Chi), 5; 

Michael Roberts (Det), 4. 

Ripkowski got the nod for the second year in a row; his predecessor, John Kuhn, won in 2011, 

’14 and ’15. “He’s a West Coast-type guy,” said one scout. “Not a hammer. Not real physical at 

the point. Decent athlete and pass catcher. Not a lot of production.” Ham, a first-year starter, 

had a strong season. “I wouldn’t say he’s an overwhelming big power guy but he blocks with 

leverage, takes good angles and stays connected,” said another scout. “He was really good in 

the kicking game. Special teams is a big thing for fullbacks.” 



NO. 3 WIDE RECEIVER: Randall Cobb (GB) and TJ Jones (Det), 7. Others: Dontrelle Inman (Chi) 

and Laquon Treadwell (Minn), 5. 

Cobb was unanimous last year. “Seems like he struggles being able to create separation in 

space and doesn’t really run away from guys anymore,” said one scout. “Losing the quarterback 

at mid-season means a lot. I think 87’s (Nelson’s) drop was probably more noticeable. Cobb’s 

has been steady.” Cobb, just 27, had 70.2% playing time. “He scares us,” said another scout. 

“He can create separation. Good after the catch. He’s a playmaker. Small target but a pretty 

good player.” Jones improved his route running and enjoyed his best season. Inman was 

acquired from the Chargers on Oct. 26 for a seventh-round pick. Treadwell, the 23rd pick in 

2016, played 45.9% and caught 17 passes (no TDs). “I think he’s kind of maxed out at what he 

is,” another scout said. “I don’t think he’ll ever be a true starter. He ran that pedestrian 40 

(4.64). He just doesn’t have a lot of juice.” 

 

NO. 4 WIDE RECEIVER: Kenny Golladay* (Det), 9. Others: Geronimo Allison (GB), 7; Jarius 

Wright (Minn), 5; Markus Wheaton (Chi), 3. 

Golladay, a third-round pick from Northern Illinois in April, missed five games. “He was the 

second best offensive rookie in the division,” one scout said. “I believe so (he’ll be a starter). 

He’s so big (6-4, 213) and he’s really good at the ball. He has to get over some of the penalties 

for offensive pass interference.” Allison (6-3 ½, 202) treaded water in his second season. “He’s 

just OK,” another scout said. “He’s long, just not real fast. Has a knack for making plays. Big 

possession target.” Wheaton had three receptions in 181 snaps after arriving March 9 as an 

unrestricted free agent from Pittsburgh. “How much did they pay him?” one scout said knowing 

full well his two-year deal contained $5 million guaranteed. 

 

NO. 2 TIGHT END: Darren Fells (Det), 8. Others: Adam Shaheen (Chi), 7; Richard Rodgers (GB), 

5; David Morgan (Minn), 4. 

With 519 snaps, Fells played only nine fewer than Eric Ebron. “Catches the ball pretty well,” said 

one scout. “Red-zone target. Runs better than you would think.” Shaheen, a second-round pick 

in April, had 12 receptions (three TDs) in 25.6% playing time. “He’s shown flashes,” another 

scout said. “Needs a lot of work in the run game. Big body. He’s got length, athleticism and can 

run. Plays really high. Not real heavy-handed. Just struggles to separate.” Rodgers was, well, 

Rodgers in his fourth season. “He’s kind of just a guy,” a third scout said. “He’s got good hands 

and decent size but he’s not a massive, mauling run blocker.” The best blocker was Morgan. 

 

NO. 6 OFFENSIVE LINEMAN: Tom Compton (Chi), 7. Others: Rashod Hill (Minn) and Corey 

Robinson (Det), 6; Jason Spriggs (GB), 5. 

The versatile Compton, a former Redskin-Falcon, posted 30.6% playing time. Hill logged six 

starts, including five at LT, and impressed. “I don’t think he’s a starter,” said one scout. “But 

he’s at the top of the backup tackles.” Robinson, with 33.2% playing time, is massive. “Gets by 

with length and he’s pretty smart,” said one scout. Spriggs played extensively at RT in five 

games before suffering a season-ending dislocated kneecap. “I just don’t think he’s very good,” 

said one scout. “Doesn’t look like the same athlete he did coming out. Heavy-legged. Marginal 

lateral ability. Lacks pop. More of a mauler-grabber. Plays high. Not great in space. Struggles to 

set the edge.” 



NO. 2 QUARTERBACK: Sam Bradford* (Minn), 9. Others: Brett Hundley (GB), 7; Mike Glennon 

(Chi), 5; Jake Rudock (Det), 3. 

Bradford was lights out Sept. 11 in a 29-19 victory over New Orleans but played in just one 

more game because of a knee injury. Hundley went 3-5 as a starter, logging 57.3% playing time. 

“I think he’s a solid No. 2,” another scout said. “When you have a 2 that can make plays with his 

feet it really gives your offense a chance when you’re playing with your backup quarterback. It’s 

not like he’s a Michael Vick but he can pull it down and run for 10, 12 yards. He keeps drives 

alive. Accuracy is not good.” Added a third scout: “I just think he struggled. There are athletic 

traits but the production hasn’t been there.” Glennon was benched with a 76.9 rating 

(Hundley’s is 71.5). “He has some experience and he’s got an arm,” said one scout. “He just 

can’t move.” 

 

NO. 2 RUNNING BACK: Tarik Cohen (Chi), 8. Others: Ameer Abdullah (Det) and Jerick McKinnon 

(Minn), 6; Aaron Jones (GB), 4. 

“It’s a good group,” said one scout. “They all have some explosive capabilities.” Cohen, said 

another scout, “was better than I really thought he was going to be. I thought it would take him 

a little bit more time. He’s really a dynamic little guy with the ball in his hand.” All four are 

change-of-pace backs. “Abdullah can run between the tackles but that’s not what you make a 

living on,” said another scout. “Not overly fast but can get you some matchups in the receiving 

game … McKinnon is a hard-running little dude. Gives you some matchup problems. Got some 

speed. Good, tough football player.” As for Jones, who averaged 5.5 but suffered two knee 

sprains, another scout said, “He’s quick twitch. He did a phenomenal job being the same type 

runner as McKinnon.” 
 

 

  



Defense 
 

 

LEFT END: Akiem Hicks (Chi) and Danielle Hunter (Minn), 8. Others: Dean Lowry (GB) and 

Anthony Zettel (Det), 4. 

Hicks, with incredible stamina (85.8% playing time), had another extraordinary season. “If 

Everson Griffen is the best defensive player in the division Hicks was a close second,” said one 

scout. Hicks stuffs the run and can dominate as a rusher. “He’s a man-child,” another scout 

said. “Hard to block. Game-wrecker. Plays the run and gets after the quarterback.” Hunter, a 

dangerous designated rusher his first two years, blossomed as a starter. “He’s got Ziggy Ansah-

type athleticism,” said a third scout. Lowry was a first-year starter at 5-technique just as Zettel 

was debuting as a starter in his second season. “Lowry always played the run fairly well but he’s 

done a better job rushing the passer,” one scout said. “Zettel is a little bit limited athletically 

but he gets over by his effort and chase to the ball.” 

 

 

NOSE TACKLE: Linval Joseph* (Minn), 9. Others: Kenny Clark (GB), 6; Eddie Goldman (Chi), 5; 

A’Shawn Robinson (Det), 4. 

Since joining the Vikings as an unrestricted free agent in March 2014 Joseph has been a first-

team pick all four years. “Linval’s just a dominant player,” one scout said. “Very, very talented. 

Difference-maker on that defense. Probably the biggest part of their run defense, and he’s a 

pass rusher, too.” Clark improved significantly in his second season. Unlike last season, 

Goldman stayed healthy and progressed. Robinson was better, too, in his second season. 

“Clark’s maybe got a little more twitch than Goldman,” said another scout. “Goldman’s a bigger 

presence. Goldman’s hard to move. He’s a little bigger and longer than Clark. Clark’s a power 

rush guy. Can push the pocket. Robinson’s strong. He’s a power player. Not much pass rush. All 

those guys are pretty good players.” 

 

 

THREE-TECHNIQUE: Mike Daniels* (GB), 9. Others: Tom Johnson (Minn), 6; Akeem Spence 

(Det), 5; Mitch Unrein (Chi), 4. 

Daniels has been unanimous for three years after Ndamukong Suh was first team from 2010-’14 

(unanimous three times). “I had a very, very high grade on Daniels last year,” said one scout. 

“This guy is a really good football player. His stat line isn’t quite as impressive as in past years 

but this guy is hard to block. We put a lot of time and energy into scheming against him and 

making sure he doesn’t ruin the game.” When Sharrif Floyd’s knee failed to respond Johnson, 

33, had to play a lot of snaps, which he did (635). “He’s still effective in his role,” one scout said. 

“Best thing he does is rush the passer from inside.” Spence moved into a starting role when 

Haloti Ngata went out for the year after 145 snaps. “He’s got a good get-off,” one scout said. 

“He’s just not very big. Gets covered up some. Needs to win early. He does play with good 

leverage for his size.” 

 



RIGHT END: Everson Griffen* (Minn), 9. Others: Leonard Floyd (Chi), 7; Ziggy Ansah (Det) and 

Clay Matthews (GB), 4. 

A first-team pick at No. 3 defensive end three times, Griffen has been a unanimous choice at RE 

four times. “He’s had an exceptional year,” said one scout. “He’s a really hard guy to block 

because he can rush with power and rush with counter. He’s got a very good motor, too.” 

Floyd, in his second season, played well before going on IR after 10 games. “He’s just so long,” 

another scout said. “He can bend. He’s athletic. He figured out this year how to use his length.” 

Matthews, a first-team selection from 2010-’15, slipped to second last year and into a tie for 

third this year. “Clay had a couple good games with sack production but overall you didn’t get 

what you really wanted,” said one scout. “I think the injuries have mounted up and taken a toll 

on him. He’s still a quality football player. You just don’t see the big splash plays that you were 

accustomed to seeing on a regular basis before.” Injuries affected both Matthews (63.7% 

playing time) and Ansah (46.6%). “You can toss a coin between Ziggy and Clay,” one scout said. 

“You haven’t seen the Ziggy of 2015 or the Clay Matthews of 2015, 2014 in quite a while.” 

Ansah was a unanimous choice in ’15. 

 

 

STRONG-SIDE LINEBACKER: Anthony Barr* (Minn), 9. Others: Sam Acho (Chi) and Nick Perry 

(GB), 6; Paul Worrilow (Det), 3. 

Barr has been a unanimous pick three straight years. “Barr’s a stud,” said one scout. Said 

another scout: “Everyone wants to talk about the Aaron Rodgers hit but you look at the tape 

and he’s a good football player. He can play on the line of scrimmage, in space and rush the 

passer.” Acho, a journeyman playing for one year at $862,000 ($130,000 guaranteed), shared 

second place with Perry, who signed a five-year, $60 million deal ($18.5M guaranteed) on the 

eve of free agency. “Acho actually played pretty good,” said one scout. “Perry didn’t have a 

great year. He hit free agency last year with 10-plus sacks. I don’t think he’s done it this year.” 

Added another scout: “Perry just couldn’t stay healthy. Just OK in the run game. Got covered 

up. Hand in a cast kind of limited him. Didn’t see the burst. Wears down an edge more than 

accelerates and passes. He’s OK, not great.” 

 

 

MIDDLE LINEBACKER: Eric Kendricks* (Minn), 9. Others: Jarrad Davis (Det), 7; Jake Ryan (GB), 5; 

Christian Jones (Chi), 3. 

In his three-year career Kendricks has gone from third behind Detroit’s Stephen Tulloch and 

Chicago’s Shea McClellin to first and now to unanimous. “Really quick to trigger downhill,” one 

scout said. “Sees run schemes quickly and gets into position. He’ll get bounced around now and 

again just because of his lack of size but he plays with an outstanding motor.” Davis had a good 

but not great rookie campaign. “He was up and down,” one scout said. “He’s started to settle in 

now. The game was a little too fast for him early, especially in coverage. Had some bad (run) fits 

early. The guy can run and hit. He’s explosive and physical.” Ryan finished last in his first two 

seasons. “He’s an overachiever,” another scout said. “Not a great athlete. Run defender. 

Struggles in coverage. He is what he is, a two-down ‘mike.’” 

 



WEAK-SIDE LINEBACKER: Blake Martinez (GB), 8. Others: Danny Trevathan (Chi), 7; Tahir 

Whitehead (Det), 5; Ben Gedeon (Minn), 4. 

A first-teamer at No. 4 linebacker as a rookie, Martinez now has been judged the best on the 

weak side. “He took his game to another level this year,” said one scout. “Made every play you 

could possibly make. He might not be as talented as the top-end guys but he’s smart, instinctive 

and flies to the ball.” Trevathan is a little smaller than Martinez but has more snap in his body 

and probably hits harder. Whitehead replaced Jarrad Davis as the Lions’ every-down linebacker 

down the stretch. “He’s just a solid player that can give you three downs,” another scout said. 

“He’s got instincts and man cover skills.” Gedeon didn’t play much (23.8%) as a rookie. “Young, 

try-hard guy who is going to be OK,” said a third scout. 

 

 

LEFT CORNERBACK: Darius Slay* (Det), 9. Others: Kyle Fuller (Chi), 7; Trae Waynes (Minn), 5; 

Davon House (GB), 3. 

This was Slay’s fourth straight unanimous selection. “Shut-down type player,” said one scout. 

“Big, strong, physical. He’s a difference-maker on defense. Big play waiting to happen.” After 

sitting out all of 2016 (knee) Fuller rebounded to play better than he did in 2014-’15. “He came 

back and had a really good year,” said another scout. “Going to make a lot of money.” Waynes 

responded with his best season of three after being handed the job over Terence Newman in 

the off-season. “He did play better,” said another scout. “He’s light and he plays light, but he 

can run. (Mike) Zimmer’s improved him. He’s playing with his eyes better, playing with a little 

bit more discipline.” House returned from Jacksonville in mid-March for $850,000 guaranteed 

but seldom was healthy. “He wasn’t very good,” said one scout. “He’s a big press guy. He just 

struggles in tight coverage.” 

 

 

RIGHT CORNERBACK: Xavier Rhodes* (Minn), 9. Others: Prince Amukamara (Chi), 6; Damarious 

Randall (GB), 5; Nevin Lawson (Det), 4. 

This was Rhodes’ third first-team berth, and the last two were unanimous. “He’s the opposite 

of Slay in terms of how they play but they’re both really effective,” said one scout. “He is (a 

shut-down corner) with his length and his ability to press and disrupt routes.” Amukamara 

moved past Marcus Cooper after a month and provided reliable if unspectacular coverage in 

79.6% playing time. “He played better,” said another scout. “Instinctive. Better press. He can 

run but he has lots of penalties. He panics. He grabs. He doesn’t make any plays on the ball. 

Same old deal. Doesn’t have any interceptions in two years. Hit or miss as a tackler.” Randall 

turned his season around after being benched at halftime of Game 4 and was subsequently 

banished to the locker room. “Up and down,” one scout said. “Struggled early but probably was 

their best corner at the end of the year. He’s quick, he can run, he’s smooth, he has some 

coverage skills. Not very aware. I question his confidence. Doesn’t play with a lot of urgency at 

times. Can get into a shell if he gets beat. Guesses. Gets beat on double moves. Lacks eyes 

discipline.” Randall finished second and fourth at LC in his first two seasons. Lawson has been a 

starter since mid-2015. “He competes his ass off but there’s the size (disadvantage),” one scout 

said. 

 



STRONG SAFETY: Morgan Burnett* (GB), 9. Others: Adrian Amos (Chi), Andrew Sendejo (Minn) 

and Tavon Wilson (Det), 5. 

Injuries limited Burnett to 67.2% playing time but scouts looked beyond that to make him a 

unanimous pick for the third straight year (he also shared first in 2012 and ’14). “He’s so smart,” 

said one scout. “He’s the glue of their back end. He’s aware, competitive, versatile, physical in 

the box. Pretty good tackler. He can cover tight ends underneath. Struggles against (wide) 

receivers. He doesn’t have ideal range over the top as a true center-field safety but I think he 

knows his limitations. Still a pretty good player.” Amos began his third season on the bench but 

when Quintin Demps went down in Game 3 he took over and enjoyed his best year. “He 

improved,” another scout said. “He was better in coverage. Still not great in coverage but had a 

good year. Better closer to the line of scrimmage. Good tackler. Can be mechanical out of 

transition. He’s not a natural in the deep part of the field.” Sendejo and Wilson were 

stereotypical strong safeties that loved to hit. “Sendejo isn’t a game-changer but he’s a real 

solid guy,” another scout said. “Really smart. He can play the pass decently. Makes plays when 

they come to him.” Of Wilson, one scout said: “He’s a tough guy. Brings an edge. Not the best 

cover guy. Has route awareness. Physical run defender.” 

 

FREE SAFETY: Harrison Smith* (Minn), 9. Others: Glover Quin (Det), 7; Ha Ha Clinton-Dix (GB), 

5; Eddie Jackson (Chi), 3. 

This was Smith’s fifth first-team berth (second unanimous) in a six-year career. “He does it all,” 

one scout said. “He’s very good as a blitzer, as a cover guy, in the box, and he can still play free 

safety. It’s hard to say who’s their best player on defense: Harrison or Everson Griffen.” Quin 

was first-team at strong safety in 2013 and unanimous in ’14 at free safety. Because of Smith, 

he has had to be content with two seconds and a third in the last three seasons. “He’s got 

vision and range,” another scout said. “Smart and instinctive.” Clinton-Dix played poorly in 

comparison to his second and third seasons. “Wasn’t a great year for him,” said one scout. “Can 

be a physical tackler but misses too many. Takes inconsistent angles. Little bit of a slow blinker. 

Late getting off the hash. Little bit of a see-ball, get-ball type. You question the mental part. 

Good enough range but a step slow.” Jackson, a fourth-round pick, played 99.7% of the snaps. 

“He gives them an athletic presence in the deep part of the field which they haven’t had,” said 

one scout. “Natural coverage skills. Good athlete, pretty good speed. Little cautious. Played it 

safe, often very deep. Still a little bit of a slow processor. Needs to pull the trigger a little more.” 

 

NO. 3 DEFENSIVE END: Lamarr Houston (Chi), 7. Others: Ahmad Brooks (GB) and Stephen 

Weatherly (Minn), 6; Cornelius Washington (Det), 5. 

Houston, 30, rejoined the Bears Nov. 29 after a series of injuries derailed his career. “It’s crazy,” 

said one scout. “He’s got five sacks (actually four). He’s actually playing pretty good.” Brooks, 

33, also battled injuries during his first season in Green Bay. “Edge setter,” another scout said. 

“Not a great athlete anymore. Brings a physical presence to the edge of the defense.” 

Weatherly, a seventh-round pick in 2016, played just 89 snaps. “Teams were trying to get him 

off their practice squad (last year),” said one scout. “They play their starters so much that he 

doesn’t get in that much. Production is very, very low but this guy has a lot of talent.” 

 



NO. 3 DEFENSIVE TACKLE: Jonathan Bullard (Chi) and Shamar Stephen (Minn), 8. Others: 

Jeremiah Ledbetter (Det) and Quinton Dial (GB), 4. 

Bullard, a third-round pick in 2016, has played with more strength this season. Stephen is a 

dependable fill-in for Linval Joseph and Tom Johnson. “There’s not a huge drop-off when he 

goes in there,” said one scout. Ledbetter has been too inconsistent. Dial, a former 49er, is an 

interior shock absorber. “Space-eater guy,” another scout said. 

 

 

UTILITY DEFENSIVE LINEMAN: Pernell McPhee (Chi) and Brian Robison (Minn), 8. Others: Kyler 

Fackrell (GB), 5; Christian Ringo (Det), 3. 

McPhee, 29, had four sacks in 39.3% playing time before injuries ended another one of his 

seasons. “Seems like he’s been around forever,” said one scout. “He’s a good football player 

when he’s healthy. He can rush the passer still.” Robison, 34, lost his starting job at LE to 

Danielle Hunter but quickly became a fixture at LT on passing downs. “Looks like he’s lost a little 

bit,” said another scout. “They’re trying to scheme him to get him in position to make his plays. 

He just hasn’t been that effective.” Fackrell had another lackluster season. “More of a 

rotational rep eater,” said a third scout. “Not much of a playmaker. He can get around the 

quarterback. You just don’t see him get there very often.” 

 

 

NO. 4 LINEBACKER: Nick Kwiatkoski (Chi), 8. Others: Josh Jones (GB), 7; Jalen Reeves-Maybin 

(Det), 6; Emmanuel Lamur (Minn), 3. 

Kwiatkoski missed time early in the season before taking over late for Christian Jones on the 

weak inside. “He’s just a really instinctive guy,” one scout said. “He doesn’t have all the tools. 

Not great in coverage. Best in the run game. He’s tough.” Jones played both inside linebacker, 

strong safety and in various nickel and dime alignments. “Very aggressive guy,” said one scout. 

“Had too many coverage busts but that comes with youth. He’s an athletic guy who can run.” 

Reeves-Maybin, a fourth-round pick in April, logged 21.6% playing time. “He’s got some play-

making skills,” said a third scout. 

 

 

NO. 3 CORNERBACK: DJ Hayden (Det), 8. Others: Terence Newman (Minn), 7; Bryce Callahan 

(Chi), 5; Kevin King (GB), 4. 

Hayden, the 12th pick in 2013 by Oakland, alternated at right corner most of the year with Nevin 

Lawson. “He has some moments that show why he was an early pick,” said one scout. “Not a 

great technician. Playing on natural ability.” Newman, 39, a long-time favorite of coach Mike 

Zimmer, had 56.3% playing time as the nickel. “In that defense he just knows how to play,” 

another scout said. Callahan is a feisty, quick-footed slot with height and speed limitations. 

King, a second-round pick, saw his rookie season cut short by a chronic shoulder issue. “We 

picked on him a little bit,” one scout said. “He still has an up side.” 

 

 

 



NO. 3 SAFETY: Kentrell Brice (GB) and Quandre Diggs (Det), 7. Others: Anthony Harris (Minn), 6; 

Deon Bush (Chi), 4. 

Brice’s season was ended after seven games because of injury. “He’s slow to feel routes,” said 

one scout. “He does have tools. Not a great tackler but he’s willing. Right now he’s a 

developmental young safety with some up side.” Diggs, the regular nickel back, became the 

starting strong safety in Game 12 when Tavon Wilson was injured. “Good player,” said another 

scout. “Aggressive. Pretty good ball skills. He’s just small.” 

 

  



Special Teams 
 

KICKER: Matt Prater* (Det), 9. Others: Mason Crosby (GB), 7; Kai Forbath (Minn), 5; Mike 

Nugent (Chi), 3. 

Prater became the first Lions kicker to repeat since Jason Hanson in 2004-’05. “You really can 

count it as money in the bank when he’s up to kick,” one scout said. “Reliable. Big leg. Clutch.” 

Crosby has just 18 attempts, 10 beneath his career low. “Still very consistent,” another scout 

said. “You know what you get with him. Clutch.” Forbath replaced Blair Walsh in mid-2016. He’s 

32 of 37 (86.5%) on field goals this season but has missed five of 36 extra points. 

 

 

PUNTER: Justin Vogel (GB), 8. Others: Sam Martin (Det), 6; Pat O’Donnell (Chi) and Ryan Quigley 

(Minn), 5. 

When Jacob Schum was injured early in the off-season Vogel accepted the Packers’ rookie free-

agent offer and never looked back. “He’s really talented,” said one scout. “He’s a little erratic. 

He’s got a big leg. He can directional.” Martin, the All-North pick the last three years, came back 

from injury at mid-season and slumped to a 38.4-yard net. 

 

 

PUNT RETURNER: Jamal Agnew (Det) and Tarik Cohen (Chi), 7. Others: Trevor Davis (GB) and 

Marcus Sherels (Minn), 5. 

Agnew leads the NFL in punt-return average at 16.0. “He’s explosive and he’s dangerous,” said 

one scout. “He can make the first man miss. I don’t think he’s a (Devin) Hester or any of those 

kind of guys.” The other averages were 11.0 for Davis, 10.0 for Sherels and 9.3 for Cohen. 

 

 

KICKOFF RETURNER: Tarik Cohen (Chi), 8. Others: Trevor Davis (GB), 6; Jamal Agnew (Det) and 

Marcus Sherels (Minn), 5. 

Sherels led the way with a 24.7 average followed by Davis at 24.0. “Davis has shown the 

ability,” said one scout. “He just has to get more assertive at times as opposed to dancing and 

looking to get the edge. Just plant his foot and go up field.” As for Sherels, the same scout said: 

“He’s a savvy guy. Not fast or explosive but understands how to make returns.” 

 

SPECIAL TEAMS ACE: CB Sherrick McManis (Chi), 6. Others: S Marwin Evans (GB), WR Jeff Janis 

(GB) and S Miles Killebrew (Det), 3; RB Benny Cunningham (Chi), S Anthony Harris (Minn) and S 

Jayron Kearse (Minn), 2; S Don Carey (Det), LB Ben Gedeon (Minn) and LB Joe Thomas (GB), 1. 

McManis, 30, also won last year. He’s the first repeat selection since Vikings LB Heath Farwell in 

2009-’10. “Smart, savvy type player,” said one scout. “Solid football player.” Evans had 12 

tackles, twice as many as the Packers’ runnerup. Of Janis, who had six tackles, one scout said, 

“He’s a difference-maker as a gunner. He’s a big, strong, physical cover guy.” Gedeon led the 

division in tackles (16) and snaps (344). 
 

 


